Sixty-third meeting of the IAOA Executive Council (EC)
Virtual Meeting of 11 July 2012

Attendees:

- Nicola Guarino (chair)
- Michael Gruninger
- Giancarlo Guizzardi
- Leo Obrst
- Laure Vieu
- Peter Yim

The EC reviewed and coordinated details on the five IAOA major activities that are happening this month, namely,

(i) Executive Council Election (eVote: 16~20-Jul-2012),
(ii) eBallot to adopt the Provisional ByLaws (eVote: 16~20-Jul-2012),
(iii) IAOA Summer School (Trento, Italy - 16~20-Jul-2012),
(iv) the FOIS Conference (Graz, Austria - 24~27-Jul-2012) and
(v) the Face-to-face General Assembly of IAOA (during FOIS:, Graz, Austria - 25-Jul-2012)

Remote participation in the General Assembly (Jul-25) will be available for all members who are not attending FOIS this year.

Conference Call Details:
* Date: Wed 2012.07.25
* Start Time: 5:00pm CEST
* Duration: ~3.0 Hours
* Dial-in:
** Phone: (US): +1 (206) 402-0100 - PIN: 141184#
** Skype: "joinconference" - PIN: 141184#
* Draft Agenda: Association activities report; presentation of new EC members; SIGs presentations, open discussion

The following event was confirmed as an IAOA supported event:
5th Brazilian Seminar on Ontology Research (ONTOBRAS)
17~19 Sep 2012 - Recife/PE - Brasil (Brazil)
IAOA champion: Fred Freitas
EC Liaison: Giancarlo Guizzardi
http://ontobras-most.net84.net/?q=pt-br

(End of Report)

***